Dry-Stack
MORTARLESS
MECHANICALLY FASTENED CLAY BRICK VENEER

BRIKclad
Change the way you think about brick
BRIKclad is a natural clay brick veneer that installs just like siding! Using our patented stainless-steel fastening system, BRIKclad bricks are simply screwed to the wall. It really is that simple!

Durable and colorfast, our clay brick system includes a built-in cavity to help drain and ventilate the wall behind the clay cladding. BRIKclad is designed to not only stand the test of time, but also stand up to the rigors of harsh climates.

Whether you are a seasoned installer or a D.I.Y. enthusiast, our simple, quick and easy installation method makes BRIKclad an ideal finishing option for virtually any project.

**System Components**

**ITEMS REQUIRED FOR INSTALLATION**

Our Dry-Stack mortarless option is a single 1-step installation. All you need is a brick, fastening clip, screw, butyl string, starter angle and rainscreen. With BRIKclad, you can begin enjoying your new clay brick wall in a matter of minutes!

- **BRICK CLADDING**
  Mechanically fastened genuine clay brick.

- **QS-DS FASTENING CLIP**
  Stainless steel clip, used to secure brick to wall.

- **SS SCREW**
  Stainless steel screw, used to fasten clip to wall.
  1 inch - 8 gauge

- **STARTER ANGLE**
  Stainless steel starter, used at the base of a wall and above any window and door openings.
  48" in length

- **QS BUTYL STRING**
  Waterproof synthetic rubber adhesive, used to bond brick.
  30 feet per roll

- **RAINSCREEN**
  Approved mesh rainscreen product is required behind BRIKclad to allow for wall drainage and ventilation.
  6 mm minimum thickness for the US and 10 mm minimum thickness for Canada.
BRIKclad
WALL CONSTRUCTION
Add a touch of warmth and permanence to your space. Depending on your design style, our brick is equally at home in a traditional, industrial or contemporary setting. BRIKclad Drystack brick features rolled edges, matte textured face and full-body color that will not change over time.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
11.625” LENGTH X 2.75” HEIGHT X 1.6” THICK

Available Colors
- CAMBRIA
- SLATE
- PRAIRIE
- WALNUT

Cambria

Prairie

Slate

Walnut
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